
A fresh new look for your elevAtor cAr

kone refresh™
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Does the elevator in your lobby 
welcome you home? 

Does it make a good first 
impression on visitors? 

Does it add value to your building 
and apartment? 

In just a few days your elevator 
could have a whole new look. 

kone refresh™ is a quick and easy way to upgrade 
the appearance of your elevator. this elevator car 
modernization solution has been developed to 
integrate smoothly with existing installations. In most 
cases, a new elevator car can be installed in a day or 
two. 

The design possibilities are almost unlimited
there is a unique kone refresh interior design for almost 
every building. A winner of the prestigious Good Design 
and red dot awards, the kone Design collection includes 
more than 100 materials and accessories, such as exciting 
textured, patterned, and 3D-effect wall materials and 
novel lighting concepts. you can mix and match the 
materials and components in any way you like to create 
millions of possible combinations. the kone refresh 200 
series is for residential buildings and the kone refresh 
800 series is for commercial buildings.

Safe and accessible
kone refresh elevator car interiors comply with all eu 
safety and accessibility standards. for additional peace of 
mind for passengers, they can also be equipped with the 
kone voicelink™, which provides two-way voice 
communication between the elevator car and a kone 
customer care center™.

Fast installation
kone technicians have modernized thousands of 
elevators. they will protect walls and floors to make sure 
no damage is done to the building during the project. 
they provide safe routes for residents and keep them 
informed about the progress of the project. And they 
ensure that the project is completed on budget and on 
time.  

Application series

Max. speed 

load

Max. floor area

Door opening width

car width

car depth

car height

KONE 
ReFresh™ 200 

1.6 m/s

180 - 1000 kg

2.4 m2

600 - 1200 mm

650 - 1200 mm

650 - 2100 mm

up to 2180 mm

KONE 
ReFresh™ 800

4 m/s

320 - 4000 kg

7.4 m2

700 - 2300 mm

900 - 2350 mm

750 - 3400 mm

up to 2700 mm

KONE ReFresh elevator modernization solution
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what sets kone design apart

the most flexible and versatile 
offering

All 100 materials and accessories in the kone 
Design collection can be freely mixed and matched 
and used in all kone elevator modernization 
products. using the kone carDesigner online tool, 
you can try out different combinations of 
components and see how they look. visit your local 
kone site and try it!

Award-winning design

kone’s elevator design concept and signalization have 
both been awarded the prestigious Good Design and red 
dot awards. kone is the first elevator company in the 
world to have received these awards.

the most innovative materials

the unique textured, patterned, and 3D-effect wall 
materials with novel lighting solutions create a stunning 
visual effect. 

the kone Design collection 

there are 52 new designs in the kone Design collection. 
here are a few examples: 

Modern 
Simplicity
these casual, 
fresh interiors 
will complement 
the architecture 
of a wide variety 
of residential 
buildings.

Cool Vintage
the warm colors 
and natural 
materials with a 
modern twist 
are ideal for 
building 
modernization.

Industrial Chic
these 
sophisticated, 
captivating 
interiors bring 
both 
functionality and 
the cool chic of 
industrial design 
to residential 
environments.

Classic Chic
these rich, 
timeless design 
interiors balance 
natural materials 
and modern 
design 
techniques.

Nouveau 
Glamour
cool colors and 
bold design 
elements are 
brought 
together to 
create a 
stunning visual 
impact. these 
designs will 
captivate and 
delight.

New Luxury
Past and present 
come together 
to create 
exceptional 
spaces. these 
exclusive designs 
combine the 
magic of a 
bygone era with 
a modern twist.
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we support you every 
step of the way

STEP 2: Site Survey
Before the project begins, the kone Project 
Manager carries out a detailed site survey in 
order to ensure the project is completed safely 
and on time.

STEP 3: Installation 
kone technicians protect the floors and walls 
of the building to ensure that no damage is 
caused during the project. they provide safe 
access routes and keep residents informed, 
using the InfoMod service, about how  
the work is progressing. kone also ensures 
safe, environmentally-friendly removal, 
disposal or recycling of the old equipment.  

STEP 1: Planning
every kone installation project has an 
experienced Project Manager in charge. 
with the kone care for life™ analysis, they 
assess the condition of your existing 
elevator and determine the best solution. 
using the kone carDesigner tool, they can 
help you design your new elevator interior 
and doors. 

we make the entire modernization process 
as efficient and convenient as possible.

STEP 4: Completion 
when installation has been completed, 
kone performs the final safety and 
performance inspections before handover 
to the client. to ensure long-lasting 
reliability, kone service technicians provide 
preventive maintenance services.
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kone provides innovative and  

eco-efficient solutions for elevators, 

escalators and automatic building 

doors. we support our customers 

every step of the way; from design, 

manufacturing and installation to 

maintenance and modernization. 

kone is a global leader in helping 

our customers manage the smooth 

flow of people and goods 

throughout their buildings.

our commitment to customers is 

present in all kone solutions.  

this makes us a reliable partner 

throughout the life cycle of  

the building. we challenge the 

conventional wisdom of the 

industry. we are fast, flexible, and 

we have a well-deserved reputation 

as a technology leader, with such 

innovations as kone Monospace®, 

kone Maxispace®, and kone 

Innotrack™. you can experience 

these innovations in architectural 

landmarks such as capital city in 

Moscow, hongqiao transport hub 

in shanghai, north lasalle in 

chicago and tour first in Paris. 

kone employs on average 35,000 

dedicated experts to serve you 

globally and locally in over  

50 countries.

kone corporation

www.kone.com


